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The history of Underwood can be traced all the way back to 1926, when Edgardo Rustioni the company 

founder first qualified as an “Artigiano Pellettiere”, a leather craftsman in the age-old tradition of Italian 

leather craftsmanship. In the beginning the company specialised in handcrafted leather goods, producing 

leather desk accessories, jewellery boxes and a variety of gift items in leather all in the traditional style of 

Firenze. He continued to develop an extensive range of luxury leather goods and launched the 

“Underwood” brand. In 1974 the company passed to the next generation with Alessandro Rustioni taking 

over as company president. In the early 90’s the decision was taken to re-design the Underwood line and 

to extend the collection to include not only high quality leather goods but launching also the unique and 

innovative “Underwood Modular Winding System”, a modular system of watch winders specifically 

designed with the needs of the watch collector in mind, to safely store and maintain automatic watches. 

From it’s head office in Firenze the company continues to develop and produce exclusive new products 

and the extensive Underwood collection now includes a complete and unique line of accessories for men 

and women. The company is proud of its long tradition in high quality products for both its own label and 

for some of the world's most important brands. Underwood  will continue to develop both its own brand 

and also its co-operation with other leading brands. The company will continue to pursue this strategy by 

expanding its current distribution network, by increasing it’s participation in key areas such as marketing, 

public relations and also by exhibiting at leading international trade shows such as the World Watch & 

Jewellery Fair in Basel. 

Rotobox® Modular Winding System: 

Everyone knows that at the heart of every good watch winder you need a technologically superior motor. 

Which is why Underwood, for it’s top line of watch winders chooses to use motors from the Swiss 

company maxon motor ag, one of the world’s leading providers of this type of motor technology.  This 

motor concept has many specific technical advantages, which for Underwood results in a low-noise, 

highly efficient motor with low-power consumption. The module can be operated on AC or battery power. 

And the shatterproof glass cover will keep your watch protected when it’s not on your wrist. We think 

that once you’ve seen all the benefits offered by this system, you’ll agree that, whether you have one fine 

automatic timepiece or 100, they all deserve the protection of the Underwood Modular Winding System. 

Imagine a winding system that was designed to accommodate virtually any automatic watch; a system 

that would enable you to power each module individually, so that you never had to waste power turning 

empty units; a system that would allow you to remove one or more modules for travel or for storage in a 

safe; a system that was designed and built by the master craftsmen who create the boxes for many of the 

world’s leading watch brands; a system that was built from only the finest combination of high-tech 

materials and natural, vegetable-tanned fine grain leathers; moreover, a system that actually costs less 

than virtually any of the ordinary watch- winding boxes which lack these features, imagine all that, and 

you will have a good idea of the revolutionary Modular Winding System now brought to you by 

Underwood. This extraordinary concept applies the principles of advanced design and engineering to 

keep your fine automatic watches wound when you’re not wearing them. And it does this with an 

elegant, building-block architecture which provides a foundation you can build on as your watch 

collection grows. This architecture leads to a flexibility that perfectly complements your lifestyle, with 

your watches ready for anything at a moment’s notice: ready to wear without winding or resetting the 

date, ready to travel, or ready to go into the safe for a year or more, until that next very special occasion.  



 

UNDERWOOD MASTER PIECES COLLECTION 

 
All  articles in  collection are manufactured in our  factory, completely hand-made by artisan production, 

with a specific attention to the quality of  all components: the genuine Italian leather,  the  raw materials 

and  all metal brass applications, plated palladium. 

 

All items have three years of guarantee:  during this time Underwood guarantees a free repairing and 

free service in every place of the world where  the “pieces”  have been shipped. Furthermore Underwood 

guarantees a direct contact for the service with the final consumer through the Customer Service On line : 

http://www.underwood-london.com/customer-care.php 

 

….But  above all…. the modularity system is the best guarantee for all customers:  any claims  will  be 

able to be resolved in easier and faster way possible. It will  be never  necessary to move units, cabinets 

or safes for repairing even only one watch winder device; it will be  never necessary to wait for a 

technical staff to take care of the claim;  because thanks to  only a simple gesture you will have your issue 

resolved: 

 

Pull out the device not working from your cabinet and replace it with a 

new one! That’s all! 

 

 
 

  

 

http://www.underwood-london.com/customer-care.php


 

Underwood’s factory…. A long story established since 1945 

 

Proud to be Italian family Company:  from the grandfather to the father to the son… 

 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



Some replies:   

Why Watch  Winders ? 

 

An automatic or self-winding watch is a significant investment. That investment should be protected 

with a product that provides safe and secure storage and keeps the watch wound so that it is always 

ready to wear and does not require manual rewinding or resetting. 

An automatic watch usually only has a power reserve to last a 2 to 3 days, depending on the type of  

movement, if a person does not wear the watch, the watch will stop and will need to be reset and 

wound. 

For watches with complications like moon phase and perpetual calendar it can be quite difficult and 

tedious to reset the watch. 

If the person owns one or more watches then the whole process can become very time consuming. 

Manually winding an automatic watch can cause problems in the long term, due to the wear and tear 

involved in unscrewing the crown and manually winding, can cause damage to the metal threads. 

A watch winder can help to prolong the life of the movement by ensuring that the movement is 

consistently lubricated, if the watch is stopped for long periods the oils inside the watch will tend to 

settle and clot and may hinder the movement. 

Some Watch Winder Questions 

Can the watch winder over wind my watch?  

The answer is simply NO automatic watches are designed with an escapement mechanism that 

disengages the winding mechanism once the mainspring is fully wound. Underwood watch winders 

also have a winding cycle of 6 hours, comprising of 20 minutes of winding and 5,40 hours of rest 

allowing sufficient time for the mainspring to unwind. 

Can the Underwood winder wind my vintage watch? 

Some antique watches only wind in the anti-clockwise direction, this is why Underwood has designed 

to operate the winding cycle in both clockwise and anti-clockwise directions. Furthermore it is always 

possible to program the direction of the turns and the number of rotations by the Programming 

System supplied with each unit. 

My watch continues to lose time why? 

One of the frequent mistakes that people make is to place a watch in the winder that has not been 

worn for some time. The power reserve has run out and the watch is completely stopped. Before 

placing a watch like this on the winder it is always better to wind it manually first as the watch 

winder will require some time to wind the main spring. Once the watch is being removed and worn 

and then replaced in the winder this will not be a problem. 



 

 

My watch will not fit on the watch support? 

Underwood provides 3 different watch supports to cater for different wrist sizes, for smaller wrists it 

may be necessary to switch the standard support for a small version. 

WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF UNDERWOOD ? 

Easy to use and efficient. 

Operates on either AC or battery power. 

When using battery power, batteries will last for  over 12 months. 

Simple to use, just place the watch on the spring loaded watch support, insert into the module and 

switch ON. 

The unit will rotate 10  minutes clockwise, 10 minutes anti-clockwise and then rest for 5.40  hours 

before restarting the cycle again. 

Green LED flashes continuously to let you know when the system is operational, even during the rest 

phase. 

Red LED lights up when the system detects low battery power, providing ample warning to change 

the batteries. 

All winders models are supplied with a transformer. 

Individual modules can be removed from the multiple watch winders for extra safe storage or for 

travel purposes. 

All multiple watch winders are supplied with a free leather travel case for one watch winder. 

Each watch winder in the multiple winding boxes operates independently and can be individually 

switched on or off. 

Unlike other manufacturers, each and every watch winding module whether it is a double, triple or a 

fifty watch winder has its own motor. 

Each unit comes with the cable for programming and customised the programming cycle of rotation 

accordingly to the watch makers requests; the drives are  free from Underwood web site: 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Underwood (London) 

Underwood Individual Programming 

System 

 

Go to : www.underwood-london.com 

http://www.underwood-london.com/file/Setup_1.0.4.zip 

Installation Guide Included 

System requirements: 

Operating System: Windows 2000, 

Windows XP,  Window Vista, Windows 8 

For user of windows 2000, XP, Vista 

You hav to be logget in with full administration user 

CPU: 1200 mhz x86 cpu 

RAM : 128 MB RAM 

Hard disk space : 50 MB 

 

www.underwood-london.com 

info@underwoodlondonltd.com 

©Underwood(London) 2014 
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Multiple Watch Winders 

 

Each module can be switched individually. As with the individual modules the multiple units operate 

on either AC or DC supply. Each multiple unit is supplied with an adapter, which plugs in to the back 

of the housing.  

The individual units are connected to the adapter by a series of connector pins.  

To run the individual modules using the adapter it is important to push the module firmly to the back 

of the housing. Note that by connecting the modules to the adapter system the batteries of the 

individual modules are automatically disconnected.  

By pulling the modules slightly to the front of the housing (i.e. disconnecting them from the adapter 

pins) the modules will run on the individual batteries in the modules.  

It is advisable for customers to remove all batteries if they intend to run the multiple units on AC 

adapter power only.  

It is also recommended that only approved Underwood adapters be used as the nominal output 

voltage must be 3V. 

 



The Classic  Collection of Small Cabinets: 

 

 

The Eight-Module Unit in leather 

Art. Code: UN/816 W 

Dimensions: ca. W42 x H28.8 x D15.5 cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Twelve-Module Unit in leather 

Art. Code: UN/818 W 

Dimensions: ca. W42 x H40.8 x D15.5 cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The Eight-Module Unit in briarwood veneer 

Art. Code: UN/826 W 

Dimensions: ca. W42 x H28.8 x D15.5 cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Twelve-Module Unit in briarwood veneer 

Art. Code: UN/827 W 

Dimensions: ca. W42 x H40.8 x D15.5 cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The  Twenty-Module Unit in leather 

Art. Code: UN/844 W 

Dimensions: ca. W63,5 x H58,00 x D19,5 cm 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



The  Twenty-Module Unit in Briarwood Veneer 

Art. Code: UN/844 W 

Dimensions: ca. W63,5 x H58,00 x D19,5 cm 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Underwood Biometric 

 

 

 

Underwood in designing and developing this unique system has selected the biometric fingerprint 

recognition system for this innovative new way of offering our clients the ultimate in safe storage 

and protection for their watches and jewellery.  

Unlike keys or passwords biometric traits cannot be forgotten or mislaid, are extremely difficult to 

copy, share or distribute and they also require that the person being authenticated is present at the 

time of authentication.  

In keeping with the Underwood philosophy of luxurious elegant design the Biometric lock system has 

allowed us to develop a sleek design without the need for obtrusive metal locks on the outside of the 

case. 

The Underwood fingerprint scanning system is basically a stand-alone system which by scanning and 

recognising the fingerprint sends a command signal to activate and open the electromagnetic lock 

system in the case. 

The system is simple to use:  to open the case all that is required is to place the index finger on the 

scanner and following verification the command signal to open will be issued. 

The only way to access the case is by way of the scanner, there is no other way anybody can access 

the actual locks or command system from the outside, as all of these elements are inside the case. 

The stored fingerprints are secure and cannot be accessed or copied by others, because with this 

system the fingerprint is not stored as an actual image but is coded and transferred into a 

mathematical algorithm, whereby only certain points of the fingerprint are registered.  

The administrator of the system can allow access of up to 90 other persons to the case. 

 

 



The Biometric Tower Cabinets Collection: 

 

 



 

The Twelve Module Unit in leather 

Art. Code: UN/3225 

Dimensions ca. W85,5XH 48XD28,5 cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Twenty  Module Unit in leather 

Art. Code: UN/3226 

Dimensions ca. W85,5XH72,00XD28,5 cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Forty Module Unit in leather 

Art. Code: UN/3227 

Dimensions ca. W85,5XH132XD28,5 cm 

 
 



The Sixty Module Unit in leather 
Art. Code: UN/3228 

Dimensions ca. W92,00XH191,5XD29,00 cm 

 

 



The Biometric Thirty Module Unit 
Art. Code: UN/3222 

Dimensions ca. W.62,5XH108,5XD26CM 

 

 THE BIOMETRIC LOCK CAN BE REPLACED WITH A MORE SIMPLE ELECTRIC LOCK SYSTEM 

 



The Biometric Forty Module Unit with Safe 
Art. Code: UN/3231 

Dimensions ca. W.62,5XH132XD26CM 

powered externally by way of a single transformer. 
THE INTERNAL CONFIGURATION AND EXTERNALFINISHING CAN BE MODIFIED ACORDING TO THE CLIENTS SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 



 

 



 



 



 

 

 



The Biometric Twelve Module Unit with Safe 
Art. Code: UN/3000 Dimensions ca. W.88XH174XD31CM:  

Powered externally by way of a single transformer 

 

 



 

 



THE INTERNAL CONFIGURATION AND EXTERNAL 
FINISHING CAN BE MODIFIED ACORDING TO THE CLIENTS 

SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 
 



 

 

 



 
The Base Standing Up (available for all cabinets) 
Art. Code: UN/3233  Dimensions ca. W.58XH43XD31CM:  

 

 

 
 



 

Biometric Watch and Cufflinks Case Three Trays 

Art. Code: UN/3223 
Dimensions: ca. W34.5 x H22 x D44 cm 
 

 

 



…….. And Trays …… 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 



Biometric Watch and Jewellery Case Three Trays 
Art. Code: UN/3224 
Dimensions: ca. W44 x H22 x D34.5 cm 

 
 

 



 

…….. And Trays …… 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 



The Safes: 

The safest way to protect your watches both automatic and non-automatic and all of your jewellery 

items. To provide the maximum protection and security these units are not manufactured in series, so 

that each unit can be custom built to accommodate the needs of each individual client. Each Underwood 

safe, cabinet and biometric unit are built with security features corresponding to European and 

International norms and standards. They can be fitted with a number of the Underwood watch winding 

modules and can also be built to provide ample possibility for the storage of other precious items. 

Following in the long tradition of Underwood and exclusive leather goods, the safes and the cabinets can 

even be covered in exclusive leather in a colour and style selected by the client. 

UNDERWOOD INTERNATIONAL GUARANTEE OF TECHNICAL DETAILS: 

The Underwood safe is built in Italy and the finishing is completed in the Underwood factory in Florence.  

The Underwood safe falls into GRADE 2  in the International System,  as protection level in opening time 

and fire resistance. 

The TL rating (TL-15, TL-30 etc.)used in the USA is based on the length of time on average, it takes to open 

the safe with what are commonly understood to be burglars tools such as picks, crowbars, oxy-acetylene 

torches etc. 

The Underwood Safe uses 50mm (ca. 2 inches) armour steel plate for all of the sides, whereas the actual 

door uses 70mm (2.75 inches) of the same steel.  Thanks to this type of manufacturing by which the safe 

is made,  it should be possible to confirm that an equivalent TL rating for the type of construction we are 

using would be a TL rating ca. TL-60 (about 1 Hour). 

Welded across the inside of both walls are also a series of steel rods, welded in parallel on the inside. 

This is so that if the walls are cut from the outside, then the cut section cannot be removed without 

actually cutting through the rods as well.  

There are also a series of shorter rods welded inside attaching the outside and internal steel walls to each 

other. 

The space between the walls is filled with cement, this adds weight to the safe and solidifies the whole 

construction. 

The safe is also fire resistant, and generally though we can say that it is definitely fire resistant to 30 

minutes. 

 

LOCK SYSTEMS 

 

The safe is locked by way of triple expansion bar rods, using a key system Double Mapp A8. The key lock 

is manufactured by the reputable German company “Stuv”. 

The combination lock system is manufactured by an internationally known American company called 

“Sargent and Greenleaf” (http://www.sargentandgreenleaf.com/) . The combination lock is a co-axial 

mounted triple disc system, the use of 3 wheels allows for the total of over 1,000,000 different possible 

combinations. This lock type also features an internal integral “relock” trigger, which thwarts punch 

attacks.   

 



Art. Code UN/856/BR  SAFE WITH 50 WINDERS AND 6 DRAWERS COVERED IN BRIARWOOD VENEER, 

powered externally by way of a single transformer. The winders cabinet comes up by two electrical linear 

pistons. The winders come up by a remote control.  
Winders Cabinet Measures: 70cm*65cm*40cm  Inches 27.6*25*6*15.7 
First Cabinet winders: 70cm*65cm*20cm 
Inches27.6*25.6*7.9 
Second Cabinet Winders: 70cm*65cm*20cm 
Inches27.6*25.6*7.9 
Safe closed : 120cm*85cm*75cm 
Inches 47.2*25.6*7.9 
Safe opened : 190cm*85cm*75cm 
Inches 74.8*33.5*39.5 
Safe Weight: Approx. 360 kg: Lbs: 727.53 
Drawer Measures: 20cm*25cm*70 cm Inches: 7.9*9.8*27.6 

 



 

 



 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Art. Code  UN/855 ARMOUR PLATED CABINET  WITH  25WINDERS AND 6 DRAWERS 

COVERED IN COW HIDE LEATHER CROCO STAMPED, powered externally by way of a single transformer. 

The winders cabinet comes up by two electrical linear pistons. The winders come up by a remote control.  
WEIGHT 330 KGS. 
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS CLOSED: CA H120XW85XD55 CM.  
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS OPEN: CA H183XW85XD55 CM. 
  
THE INTERNAL CONFIGURATION AND EXTERNAL 
FINISHING CAN BE MODIFIED ACORDING TO THE CLIENTS 
SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 



 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 



Art. Code  UN/854/ BROWN  ARMOUR PLATED CABINET  WITH  40 WINDERS AND 3 DRAWERS COVERED 

LEATHER, powered externally by way of a single transformer. 

WEIGHT 250 KGS (551,16 lbs) 
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS: CA H70XW60XD60 CM 

THE INTERNAL CONFIGURATION AND EXTERNAL 

FINISHING CAN BE MODIFIED ACORDING TO THE CLIENTS 

SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



Art. Code  UN/854/C  BROWN  ARMOUR PLATED CABINET  WITH  30 WINDERS AND 4 DRAWERS 

COVERED LEATHER, powered externally by way of a single transformer. 

WEIGHT250 KGS (551,16 lbs) 
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS: CA H70XW60XD60 CM 

THE INTERNAL CONFIGURATION AND EXTERNAL 

FINISHING CAN BE MODIFIED ACORDING TO THE CLIENTS 

SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 



 



 

 

  

 



 



 

 



Art. Code: UN/852 
Weight: ca. 730kgs. (1,610lbs) 
External Dimensions: ca. H175 x W70 x D60 cm 
Internal Dimensions: ca. H164 x W60 x D42 cm  
The Underwood Safe  Fitted with 40 Underwood Watch Winding Modules, and 4 spacious drawers for 
non-automatic watches and jewellery  items, powered externally by way of a single transformer.  

The internal configuration and external finishing can be modified according to the clients specifications. 

 



 



 

 



 



Art. Code: UN/851 
Weight: ca. 350kgs. (770lbs) 
External Dimensions: ca. H100 x W60 x D60 cm. 
Internal Dimensions: ca. H90 x W50 x D42 cms. 
This unit is fitted with 16 Underwood Watch Winding Modules, powered externally by way of a single 
transformer. 
Three additional spacious drawers provide ample storage space for additional watches and jewellery 
items. The internal configuration and external finishing can be modified according to the clients 
specifications 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Art. Code: UN/852 
Weight: ca. 730kgs. (1,610lbs) 
External Dimensions: ca. H175 x W70 x D60 cm 
Internal Dimensions: ca. H164 x W60 x D42 cm  
Fitted with 40 Underwood Watch Winding Modules, and 4 spacious drawers for non-automatic watches 
and jewellery items. powered externally by way of a single transformer.  The internal configuration and 
external finishing can be modified according to the clients specifications. 
 

 

 



Art. Code: UN/857 ARMOUR PLATED SAFE 
Weight: ca. 180 kgs. (400 lbs) 
External Dimensions: ca. H100 x W60 x D60 cm. 
Internal Dimensions: ca. H90 x W50 x D42 cms. 
This unit is fitted with 12 Underwood Watch Winding Modules, powered externally by way of a single 
transformer. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



ART. UN/854 ARMOUR PLATED SAFE 

Weight: ca. 250 kgs. (552.00lbs) 
External Dimensions ca: H70XW60XD160 CM –Internal dimensions ca: H664XW60XD42 CM. 

This unit is fitted with 25 Underwood Watch Winding Modules,  powered externally by way of a single 

transformer 

 



 

 

 



THE INTERNAL CONFIGURATION AND EXTERNAL 
FINISHING CAN BE MODIFIED ACORDING TO 

THE CLIENTS 
SPECIFICATIONS 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

Underwood Leather Swatch colours 

GENUINE CALF ITALIAN 
  

PLAIN LEATHER: 

 

TAN (LIGHT BROWN) 

BLACK 

 

CALF LEATHER PRINTED CROCO 

 

BROWN 

BLACK 

*in this case the code reference is marked  “/C” 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 




